5Q Puzzle Ring Instructions

1. Place center "Q" band in your left hand between your thumb and forefinger. This band has the "U" shaped top. Then turn the u shaped part into the 4 loose bands holding the center of the flat part (bottom of band).

2. Turn the ring over and be sure that the two bands that are the outside bands (half round on one side and flat on the other) are sitting across the "Q" band.

3. Turn ring back over and switch hands. Bring the band with the "Jose" stamp up and parallel to the "Q" band. Place the other irregular shaped band (not an outside band) in your left hand.

4. Bring the band up so that it is parallel to the "Q" and "Jose" band. Start to turn the band in a clockwise motion over the "Q". Do this until you have completed a 180-degree rotation.

5. The irregular shaped band should end up back in the outside position with the "Q" in the center. This will lock the remaining two bands.

6. Bring the band that is closest to you up with the half moon shaped part in the middle of the ring.

7. The band should come up into place next to the three assembled bands.

8. Turn the ring around and repeat process by turning the remaining band until the half moon shaped part is in the middle of the ring.

9. Bring the band up and into place.

10. Congratulations, you have completed your ring.